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WE ARE CREATING A GLOBAL NETWORK OF DOLPHIN LOVERS
THAT CARE ABOUT OTHERS AND THE EARTH WE SHARE.
Please help by circulating this Magazine to friends and colleagues or through
your social networks – THANK YOU.

Cover Credits:
When Wendy Dobbs saw the FUNGIE postcard that was widely available in Dingle in 2013
she recognised it as photograph of Fungie and Horace taken during the filming of The
Dolphin’s Touch in 1987.
The illustration ENJOY LEARNING was drawn by Rico following a request to Horace “To
improve literacy” at a school in Hull with about 700 pupils who spoke over 40 different
languages at home.
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HORACE DOBBS
AND RICO OLDFIELD
An enduring partnership
Horace Dobbs PhD is a pioneer undersea explorer. He
founded The Oxford Underwater Research Group and
has won numerous international awards for his books
and films. Dr. Dobbs is a multi-discipline scientist who
has published papers on atomic physics, pharmacology
and medicine. He has studied powerful drugs that
Dr Horace Dobbs
affect the brain and was elected a Fellow of the Royal
Honorary Director
Society of Medicine. The direction of his life changed
International Dolphin Watch
when he saw his son given a ride by a wild dolphin
with a human size brain. In 1978 he founded International Dolphin Watch
(IDW), a charity dedicated to protecting dolphins and understanding their
relationship with humans.
www.idw.org.
To help him promote one of the key aims
of IDW
Dr Horace
–Dobbs
PROTECTION OF THE
MARINE
ENVIRONMENT, Horace
Honorary Director
enlisted
the support of the brilliant
International Dolphin Watch
Liverpudlian
artist
Rico
(Richard
Oldfield). Rico’s cartoon Nobody Will
Notice was more effective than any words
Horace could write on the importance of
not using the seas as a dumping ground.

When Horace conceived the idea of writing a series of children’s books about a
make-believe dolphin, Dilo, to introduce youngsters to the mysterious lives of
dolphins he was delighted when Rico agreed to illustrate them. Their
partnership blossomed into friendship when the duo discovered that they shared
a common sense of humour that turned work into fun.
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Rico Oldfield

was brought up in the
back streets of Liverpool, dreaming of
becoming an artist and explorer. He hung
out at the Cavern Club. Rico played guitar,
formed a band with other musical hopefuls,
and went to art college at the same time as
John Lennon. Unlike the Beatles, however,
Rico stayed in Liverpool pursing his art,
and supporting himself with any work he
could find, including becoming a rat
catcher. Eventually his talent and tenacity
paid off. He gained a world-wide reputation
as a freelance artist, cartoonist and diver,
living and working on his 30 ton widebeam
barge, Wildside, moored at Haskayne on
the Leeds Liverpool Canal.

In a cooperative business
venture with a school, Horace
used Dilo and the Treasure
Hunters to give pupils practical
experience in the publication of a book. Rico, an expert diver who has explored
and filmed shipwrecks, provided evocative illustrations.
In IDEAL-Integrated Dolphin Education and
Learning one of the ways Horace made
literacy enjoyable and amusing for teachers,
pupils and their parents was to introduce
Mussels the Mouse into Rico’s inimitable
illustrations. IDEAL is now in worldwide use
as an eBook that can be downloaded free from
www.idw.org.
During the translation of two Dilo books into Czech a Dilo Cocoon was
developed in which children could have a calming, magical experience in a
make-believe underwater world surrounded by images created by Rico - plus
the sound of a Dilo Symphony written by Czech composer Rene Kral. The
author and artist were enthralled on visits to schools in the Czech Republic in
2010 when they saw for themselves how their Dilo books were being creatively
used by a small team, headed by Valpurga Hozakova and Dana Hegerova, to
transform the lives of Romany children in a land-locked country, many of
whom might never see the sea.
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In sharp contrast, on the tiny island of Bimini in the Bahamas, children in The
All Age School in Alicetown could watch dolphins from their classrooms.
Pupils gathered shards of glass and pottery from the beach for their teacher,
Ashley Saunders, when he was decorating his house, inside and out, with
exquisitely beautiful Dilo frescos. His Dolphin Dilo House has since become
one of the major tourist attractions on the island.
Rico became an expert above water and
underwater photographer. Horace and Rico
enjoyed
working
together
on
The Dolphin’s Touch. The film was shot in
Dingle Bay in Ireland as part of Horace’s
Operation Sunflower Research Program. The
ground breaking TV programme recorded the
beneficial effects swimming with a wild
dolphin had on three clinical depressives.
During filming Rico especially enjoyed
meeting and photographing Paddy Ferriter, a
lighthouse keeper who provided a
real character for Rico to capture
in his illustrations for Horace’s
Dilo books.
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DINGLE DELIGHTS
By Horace Dobbs
Following an invitation from Tor Cotton, the
producer of the film The Dolphin’s Gift, I arrived in
Dingle at the end of April 2013, to celebrate Fungie, a
friendly wild dolphin who has spent the past 30 years
in Dingle in Ireland, entertaining the locals and the
thousands of visitors who flocked to see him.
As soon as I arrived I was delighted to find that this
solitary wild dolphin was still as friendly towards
humans as he was when we first swam and frolicked
together 29 years earlier.
I recounted some of the many playful times we
enjoyed in Dance to a Dolphin’s Song, cover photograph by Rico Oldfield, first
published by Jonathan Cape in hardback in 1990 and later in paperback.
On this new Fungie adventure I was accompanied by my wife Wendy, and longterm IDW supporter, Yvonne Dumsday. En route to the Liverpool-Dublin
Ferry we called in to see Rico and were treated to a gastronomic feast prepared
by his wife Dawn.
We docked in Dublin at 5am the following morning and drove across the
breadth of Ireland, via Limerick and Tralee, to what I regard as one of the most
beautiful regions in the world – the sea garlanded county of Kerry. The descent
into Dingle was heralded by our passage down a narrow winding road through
the spectacular Connor Pass with its glistening silver waterfalls tumbling over
ancient, glacier-scraped rocks.
Our accommodation on the western
outskirts of Dingle, Milestone House, was a
luxurious B&B run by Michael and Barbara
Carroll who could not have been more
helpful and friendly – even by Irish
hospitality standards. Milestone House had
stunning views of Mount Brandon and
Dingle Bay. The icing on that panoramic
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Photo by Yvonne Dumsday

seascape was Gallan Na Cille Brice - a majestic standing stone in the front
garden, well over two metres tall, that dated back to the Bronze Age, four
thousand years ago.
Boat trips out to see Fungie ran on demand from the
quay every day during our week long stay in Dingle.
Those onboard got close-up views of Fungie. However
the best place to get an impression of his behaviour was
from the top of the cliffs by the lighthouse. What struck
me immediately was that his behaviour was still as
unpredictable as it has always been. With Fungie totally
dominating what happens by flitting from one boat to
another and with the boatmen trying to guess where he
would pop up next, it was a circus with Fungie in
complete control as the ringmaster.

Photo Rudi Schamhart

However, the ever frisky dolphin did have his favourites. And we met two of
them on the first day of the intensely packed week-end festival. Jeannine
Massett (above) and Rudi Schamhart put on video shows and a display of their
huge collection of stunning photographs at the Marina Centre.
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This dedicated couple obviously had a very close relationship with Fungie who
enjoyed leaping around their small inflatable boat.

HAPPY MEMORIES
Dingle and the surrounding area is jam-packed with happy memories for me.
One of the most vivid is the time I spent underwater filming Fungie for the
ground breaking film The Dolphin’s Touch in which we explored the benefits
swimming with a wild dolphin can have on clinical depressives.

Heathcote Williams
On that shoot we were joined by Heathcote Williams, the author of Falling for
a Dolphin, regarded by many as the greatest epic
poem of the late twentieth century.
“A book of powerful immediacy and strangeness,
sharing what amounts to a new human experience”
was how Michael Viney defined Falling for a Dolphin
in his review in The Irish Times following publication
of the pocket edition by Jonathan Cape.
The photograph on the front cover by Rico Oldfield
showed Fungie in one of the rocky coves at the
entrance to Dingle Bay – an excellent location for
filming chosen by Fungie who dictated precisely
where the action should take place.
The photographic illustrations used in the coffee table edition of Falling for a
Dolphin published a short time later capture the
magnificent towering cliffs that surround Dingle Bay
and the drama of the dolphin’s undersea world.
At the same time Williams’ poem in non rhyming
verse conveys what it’s like to get kitted up in an
unfamiliar wetsuit, fins etc., to meet a dolphin. And,
when you meet him, to realise the chasm you need to
cross before you can even begin to comprehend the
nature of the bond that is building between the two of
you as you drift together, pulled by a current across a
vast dark ocean. Only to be dragged ignominiously
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out of the sea by fishermen who can’t swim. And don’t mix their words
describing their opinion of your idiocy.
“He’s a big fish altogether.”
“If you could catch him you’d be rotten with money.”
“You ever seen his teeth? They’d tear your fuckin’ tripes out.” And a look that
says he hopes you know enough to buy him a drink.
Such words might have been said thirty years ago. But they would never be said
today. Proof of the role Fungie has played as an Ambassador Dolphin.

The Skelligs
On a visit to Dingle in July ’81, before Fungie decided to make Dingle Bay his
home, Wendy and I stayed at Des Lavell’s B&B on nearby Valencia Island. Des
can converse in Irish, English (of course), French, German and Spanish, which
is an asset if you are running a B&B with guests from different countries, most
of them coming to see the extraordinary ruins on Skellig Michael. Plus the
visiting bird watchers with binoculars who come to see the countless birds
cramming their nests on every available cranny on Little Skellig. Added to this
eclectic mix was the occasional diver like me, who also wanted to explore the
Skelligs underwater as well as above water. I was an underwater photographer
and film maker who happened to have a passion for
dolphins. Would the Skelligs, so steeped in history,
be a good place to make a movie?
In the flyleaf of his book SKELLIG, first published
by The O’Brien Press in 1976, Des raises many
intriguing questions about the 6th century monks,
seeking solitude and a desire to get closer to God in
a monastic settlement perched precariously on a
ledge, 600 feet above the sea, on the top of a sheer,
ragged, inhospitable outcrop of unyielding rock on
the western extremity of Europe.
When we climbed to the summit after being ferried by Des to the tiny harbour at
the foot of Skellig Michael, I just couldn’t imagine how the monks survived the
rain and hurricane force winds coming off the Atlantic Ocean that must have
hurled their fury at their beehive stone houses in the winter.
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What did they eat? How did they keep warm? Were amongst the many
questions I asked myself the next day as I sketched Skellig Michael set in a flat
blue sea, whilst I sat comfortably on a rock in the sunshine in Dingle, with the
wooden ribs of a wrecked boat half buried in the mud in the foreground.
For me these questions, and the possibility of making a film centred on the
Skelligs, were put on the back burner with the arrival of Fungie in Dingle in
1983.
When Donald, the dolphin, who had changed my life, disappeared in 1978 I
thought the chances of meeting another solitary friendly wild dolphin was well
nigh on impossible. How wrong I was.

Back in Dingle
Fungie added a new dimension to my life. My visit to Dingle in 2013 was
crowded with so many wonderful new experiences that I am now faced with an
exciting, almost bewildering, diversity of paths to follow into the future.
Yvonne Dumsday wrote a personal account of the daily happenings on our trip
in the form of a diary for her future use as personal memory jogger. When we
arrived back home Yvonne asked me if I would contribute a few lines about my
highlights. That posed a problem because there were so many. So I decided to
focus on just two that were delightfully unexpected.

EDUCATION
The first was on education. I tackled the role dolphins can play in making
learning fun for pupils, parents and teachers over ten years ago in my book
IDEAL (Integrated Dolphin Education And Learning) that is available as a free
download on the IDW web site www.idw.org .
Since then I have given lessons in many schools around the world. So when I
heard that Tor’s children were being taught in Irish at St. Kathleen’s School in
Ventry, which has just 25 pupils age 6 to 12, I offered to give a class in English
(which they would all understand of course) on dolphins. And was delighted
when my offer was accepted.
When I asked the class the question I usually start with: “How many of you
have seen a dolphin?” every hand shot up immediately. More than half the
hands were excitedly thrust up again when I followed this with: “How many of
you have actually swum with a dolphin?”
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INSPIRE ENTHUSIASM AND CREATIVITY
As well as education in the broad sense the aim of my lessons is to inspire
enthusiasm and creativity. To do this I open up a debate. I ask the class to tell
me honestly if they think dolphins are special. If they answer “Yes,” I ask
“Why?” If the answer is “No,” I again ask “Why.”
The Q&A session can take off in any direction after that, usually ending with
the youngsters drawing pictures and writing stories.
For me such lessons become a two way trade. Their spontaneous, uninhibited
responses can throw light on the essence of the human dolphin bond that lies
buried in our subconscious minds before we clutter them with dogmas and
scientific reasoning.
I learnt a lot from that one class in Ventry.
Opposite the school The Celtic Museum was packed with fascinating exhibits.
Including the skull and huge ivory tusks of a woolly mammoth – a species that
went extinct over 10,000 years ago during the great ice age. This fate didn’t
befall the dolphins who simply swam south to warmer unfrozen waters. Curious
modern day dolphins may have inspected the ancient woolly mammoth tusks
before they were dredged up in a fishing trawl.

Photo by Yvonne Dumsday
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Photo by Sean O’Mannin www.seanomannin.com

One of the most memorable events for me in the Fungie Festival was going to
sea with Monsignor Padraig O’Fiannachta to bless Fungie, the boatmen and
their boats that encircled us. Monsignor O’Finnachta, came onboard carrying a
branch with red berries from an evergreen tree. Standing by the rail he dunked
his wand into a white plastic bucket labelled “Holy Water” that he flicked over
the sea towards Fungie swimming along the base of the cliffs. The priest was
very generous with the holy water. The group around him, including me, were
well showered. He was also generous with his words of thanks for those who
organised the festival and turned it into a floating carnival. It was charming.
Done with humour. And utterly Irish.
The Monsignor spent a
good fifteen minutes
blessing all the boats,
Fungie and the fishermen
with many thanks to the
good Lord for sending
the dolphin and boosting
the Dingle economy at a
time when the rewards
for
fishing
were
diminishing.
Photo by Sean O’Mannin
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Monsignor O’Finnachta, who is in his late eighties, is Chairman of the Diseart
Centre of Irish spirituality and Culture founded in 1996 http://www.diseart.ie/.
The centre encourages young and old to view and enjoy the beauties of nature
that are so striking in West Kerry. It also promotes research and runs courses on
Celtic Culture, folklore, art, music, archaeology and history.
First laying eyes on Fungie in 1991 proved to be a life changing experience for
Jeannine Masset and Rudi Schamhart who now spend their days visiting Fungie
and photographing his exploits for all the world to see in their Fungie Forever
Collection Email: fungie4ever@gmail.com
Over the years Jeannine and Rudi have taken many people out to see Fungie
including some who were terminally ill. “They found comfort with Fungie;
mouths wide open, eyes full of tears, shivering bodies from the sheer emotion of
it all and pure astonishment when Fungie pops up right beside them.”
Jeannie told me that these experiences were very therapeutic for her as well.

Photo by Rudi Schamhart
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Fungie – already a legend
By 2013 Fungie had already become a legend in Dingle - a town with a huge
and palpable community spirit. You feel it as soon as you walk into the town –
especially at night when live music from local and visiting musicians issues
from the impossibly large number of pubs. It’s the kind of society you can
merge into. You’re immediately made welcome. And when you leave you feel
richer from the experience.
On our last evening we were taken to the superb Out of the Blue Restaurant and
entertained by the film producer and director Brenda Ni Shuilleabhain in the
company of Maria Simmonds-Gooding whose delightful cottage and studio in
Dunquin we had visited earlier.
Maria, a renowned West Kerry based artist,
world famous for her etchings, first
encountered Fungie on 4th October 1988.
She wrote of that first experience as
follows: “Motionless, waiting as though,
through timeless millennia, Fungie
welcomed me with outstretched fins, and
his permanent smile. The moment became
an eternity.”
It was a fabulous evening during which we reminisced on our vastly different
childhoods. I was especially interested to hear Maria’s story. She was brought
up in India. Her father was in the cavalry and
spent much of his time playing polo. Maria loved
spending time in her ayah’s mud hut and
painting.
I had a huge repertoire of dolphin stories that I
could call upon.
There was the time, recorded in my book
Journey into Dolphin Dreamtime (Jonathan
Cape, 1992) when I sailed down the Great
Barrier Reef onboard the square-rig ship,
Svanen, on a trip organised by Wally and Trish
Franklin. I was in the company of my dear
14

Japanese friend, Shizuko
Ouwehand,
and
her
mentor, Professor Masato
Nakagawa who claimed it
was
possible
to
communicate with whales
and dolphins. To prove
this Nakagawa put one of
his
highly
psychic
students into a trance.
Through her we asked the
dolphins where they were
and when we could meet them. Shizuko translated their responses into English.
Their replies were humorous. They said they were having fun some way away
and would visit us later. Which they did. When the psychic student got back to
Japan she wrote a symphony, something she had never done before, about her
experiences.
As the evening closed we got round to the future and where we went from here.
My ears pricked up immediately when Brenda said she thought it was time
another film was made about Fungie that took into account the enormous
changes that had taken place in Dingle since the dolphin had arrived thirty years
ago.
We said our goodbyes at her car parked beside the harbour.
Her parting words as she pulled the car door shut: “You’ll be back.”
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GLOBAL INITIATIVES IN
PROTECTING THE OCEANS
WCA World Cetacean Alliance
CHARITIES AND BUSINESSES FROM AROUND THE WORLD FORM
‘WORLD CETACEAN ALLIANCE’ IN AN OVERDUE NEW
PARTNERSHIP FOR WHALES AND DOLPHINS
In 1982 we thought we had ‘Saved the Whale’ when in Brighton, 42 world
governments met at the Hilton hotel and took an historic vote to cease killing
whales. Yet today, despite years of campaigning, 1000 of these animals die
daily from causes such as fishing by-catch, pollution, plastics, undersea mining,
ship strike, whaling, and the captivity trade. Whales and dolphins (collectively
known as cetaceans) are in trouble.
Now a group of organisations and dedicated individuals have joined forces to
form a new network to represent these charismatic animals and bring together
all who fight to protect them.
Led by Honorary President Jean-Michel Cousteau, the World Cetacean Alliance
(WCA) launches as a partnership of charities, whale watching businesses and
individual advocates from Argentina, Australia, Canada, Germany, Iceland,
New Zealand, Portugal, Spain, UK, and the USA.
“Without collaboration we will achieve nothing more than a drop in the ocean”,
explains ocean explorer Jean-Michel Cousteau, who has campaigned for ocean
conservation for decades as an environmentalist, educator, and film producer.
Mr Cousteau continued: “The World Cetacean Alliance is a unique opportunity
to combine our collective energy, knowledge, and expertise in order to protect
whales, dolphins, and their habitats.”
The Alliance believes everybody deserves a say in the important decisions that
affect whales and dolphins, and will involve the widest possible stakeholder
community, and especially the public, in all of its agreed actions. Even the
Alliance’s name was chosen by a public vote.
WCA Partner Dr Ingrid Visser of the Orca Research Trust explains: “If the
public knew that we didn’t already have a global network working together to
protect whales and dolphins I think they would be shocked! In the past
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campaigns have often been disjointed and have typically lacked support from
other organisations. As a result they usually have low impact, or fail altogether.
The World Cetacean Alliance is our best chance in years to change all that; it’s
a very exciting opportunity and we owe it to cetaceans to make it work!”
The Alliance begins with experts and the public mapping their ‘Areas of
Concern’ for whales and dolphins around the world. This free online survey will
identify and map priority issues
affecting cetaceans, and each and
every person that submits a map
will be making a real difference.
Every time the public circles an
area they are concerned about, that
place gets HOTTER. The hotter
the place, the more pressure the
WCA will be able to apply to get
GET INVOLVED! WORLD
protection in that location. As
CETACEAN ALLIANCE
part of this the WCA is targeting
three locations in need of
immediate action. The first is New Zealand, home to the last 55 Maui’s
dolphins, the most critically endangered dolphin in the world and threatened by
commercial fishing practices. Second is one of the planet’s few remaining
wildernesses, Antarctica; where the Ross Sea needs protection from commercial
exploitation. Thirdly, the island of Tenerife, where wild orca ‘Morgan’ must be
saved from an inhumane life in captivity.
The Alliance faces huge challenges
but this does not daunt Dylan Walker For further information contact:
of Planet Whale, the organisation that Dylan Walker
facilitated the creation of the Secretariat, World Cetacean Alliance
Alliance. Said Mr Walker: “I am
Planet Whale
proud to be a part of this new network 2a Church Road, Hove, BN3 2FL. UK.
of organizations and individuals with Tel: +44 (0)1273 355011
a deep, collective determination to dylan@planetwhale.com
protect whales and dolphins. By www.worldcetaceanalliance.org
working together we know we can
achieve so much more than in the past. With a collective focus and a positive
outlook, we will turn the tide before it is too late!”
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National Geographic
http://ocean.nationalgeographic.com/ocean/protect/
The oceans are facing threats from
many sides. Learn about the issues—
pollution, overfishing, and global
warming chief among them—and the
possible solutions for protecting the
ocean.

Planet Whale
http://www.planetwhale.com/
International Dolphin Watch is a member of Planet Whale. It is a global
community that will change the way we view whales and dolphins forever. By
harnessing the passion and ideas of individuals, we will achieve more to protect
and defend our oceans than ever before.
Together we will:
 Give the people control so they can use it to help whales and dolphins.
 Inspire change through a new global partnership.
 Make whale watching more sustainable – and successful – than ever
before.
 Reach out to the world with colossal festivals for whales and dolphins.
 Create innovative campaigns that harness the power of the web’s global
community.

Oceans Initiative
Science for the Sea
http://www.oceansinitiative.org/
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Protecting the oceans
We think of all of our projects as
linked. Ecosystem-based management
is the theme that integrates all of our
work. From our perspective, it means
that we are trying to estimate
abundance of whales and dolphins in
part because we want to ensure that
fisheries management leaves enough
fish in the sea to account for predator needs. It means that we are mapping
important habitats for marine mammals because we want to see the data used in
ecosystem models that allocate fisheries quotas spatially, again to ensure that
fisheries management zones match ecologically relevant scales. This will
require great transboundary cooperation. It means that we want fisheries to
measure and mitigate marine mammal bycatch. It means that we want to see
our acoustic work incorporated into our marine spatial planning work. Ideally,
it means that we’d like to see salmon fishing quotas such that killer whale’s
caloric needs are more than met – that there is enough salmon left over to leave
killer whales resilient to disturbance from human activities.

Ways You Can Help – together we can make a difference!
1. Say no to plastics:
Marine wildlife accidentally eats and ingests plastics in the ocean, which
blocks their stomachs and can cause them to starve. Alternatively, they
can get tangled in plastic, which causes them to suffer and suffocate.
Either way, it is a huge problem.

2. Eat organic and local:
The killer whales we study in the Pacific Northwest are some of the most
contaminated marine mammals on the planet. No wonder they are
endangered! Toxins from pesticides, antibiotics, and fertilizers used
in conventional farming practices eventually find their way into our
oceans, into the fish we and the whales eat and eventually into our bodies
where they cause harm.

3. Sustainable Seafood:
Bycatch in fishing nets poses one of the largest threats to the survival of
whales and dolphins on the planet. Each day, thousands of dolphins
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drown in fishing nets. There are standards, but they vary worldwide,
which is why it is important to make informed decisions. At home in the
Pacific Northwest, our research has shown that harbour porpoise may be
at risk from bycatch in gillnet fisheries in the Salish Sea, and this warrants
additional research. Porpoise caught in hook-and-line fisheries (e.g.,
trolling) are unlikely to cause much marine mammal bycatch.

4. Buy less stuff and reduce impacts of global shipping:
Noise in the ocean has increased in some areas ten-fold over the last few
decades. Why? More than 90% of the things we buy in North America
are shipped from overseas, using massive container ships that produce a
lot of noise underwater. The ocean soundscape is now dominated by the
noise of these distant ships. This is bad news for whales, dolphins, fish
and other marine life that depend on sound to communicate, find mates
and food.

5. Share the love:





Tweet or share on Facebook.
Share more ideas for showing your ocean love.
Subscribe to our newsletter to stay updated on ocean issues.
Make a tax-deductable donation to support research, conservation and
education initiatives to protect whales, dolphins, sharks and other
marine life.

Ocean Defenders Hawaii
www.OceanDefenderHawaii.com

This is just in from our friends at Plastic
Pollution Coalition:
Kaiser Permanente Hawaii announces a
ban on all plastic bags!
In a move which is unprecedented in the
state of Hawaii, healthcare provider
Kaiser Permanente has decided to
do away with plastic bags.
Artwork by Ocean Defender: Claudio Garzon
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Dutch Government Stops Icelandic Whale Meat
http://www.newsoficeland.com/home/

GREAT NEWS! We've hit the Icelandic whalers where it hurts! After
receiving one million strong petition - Dutch State Secretary for Economic
Affairs Sharon Dijksma agreed to work fast with the Port of Rotterdam
and other EU harbours to stop the transfer of whale meat. This
commitment sends a clear message to the whalers that they cannot expect it
to be business as usual in Europe. The Dutch decision will make the
whalers reconsider the hunt before it starts!"

The Whale Movie playing in Cinemas around the world
http://www.thewhalemovie.com/
THE WHALE celebrates the life of a smart, friendly,
determined, transcendent being from the other world of the
sea who appeared among us like a promise out of the blue:
that the greatest secrets in life are still to be discovered.

THE WHALE tells the true story of a
young, wild killer whale - an orca nicknamed Luna, who lost contact with
his family on the coast of British
Columbia and turned up alone in a
21

narrow stretch of sea between mountains, a place called Nootka Sound.
Orcas are social. They live with their families all their lives. An orca that gets
separated usually just fades away and dies.
Luna was alone, but he didn’t fade away. There weren’t any familiar orcas in
Nootka Sound, but there were people, in boats and on the shore. So he started
trying to make contact. And people welcomed him. Most of them.
This contact did not turn out to be simple. It was as if we humans weren’t ready
for him.
Inspired by myths, we look into the sky, not the depths, for others who might
think and dream like us. We train radio telescopes on the stars, and listen for
code in the static of space. But maybe we’re looking in the wrong place. So far,
space just crackles, but the sea whistles back. And, in Nootka Sound, it sent us
an open-hearted child. This story is about what happened then.

Palawan Mural Celebrates Coral Triangle Day
WWF-Phillipines
http://www.wwf.org.ph/

The Coral Triangle Day is an annual, open-sourced event celebrated in countries
in Coral Triangle region - Indonesia, Malaysia, Papua New Guinea, Philippines,
Solomon Islands and Timor-Leste, every 9th June in conjunction with the
World Oceans Day which is celebrated every year on 8th June.
This year, the Tubbataha Management Office (TMO) and the World Wide Fund
for Nature Philippines (WWF-Philippines) have partnered to celebrate the Coral
Triangle Day in Puerto Princesa City.
The city is the gateway and jump-off point to the Tubbataha Reefs, one of the
most biologically diverse and productive areas within the Coral Triangle.
The highlight of the festivities was a mural painting activity led by AG Saño, a
WWF-Philippines Hero of the Environment and a Filipino mural artist who has
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gone across the country to promote marine conservation and raise awareness
about improving the health of our seas.
Participants included volunteer artists, students, plus allies of TMO and WWFPhilippines.
The celebration also highlighted the Tubbataha Reefs' 25th Anniversary as a
Marine Protected Area.

Photo Credit: Artists for Nature
with Jose Ma Lorenzo Tan, Gregg Yan, AG Saño-Full and Maia Melencio.
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LETTER TO
IDW
PLEA FOR HELP
To whom it may concern
My name is Larry G. Wilder Jr. And I am a college
student working on my B.A. degree in Biblical and
Marine Environmental Studies at Hobe Sound Bible
College, through their external degree program. At this
time I also happen to be an inmate in the Florida
Department of Corrections.
The reason for this letter is that it is my hope that I
might be able to entreat someone in your organisation
into starting up a dialogue of question/answer on
cetaceans: their biology, ecology, conservation.
My educational objective is not only to earn my degree
but to learn all I can about cetaceans. My degree
program is a type of correspondence system, being
print-based independent study done through the mail
with no real professors. Hence, my school does not
offer any type of cetacean studies, only basic marine
biology, oceanography, environmental studies.
I know that many institutions and people feel that
investing in an individual who is incarcerated is a waste
of time and resources. But I would argue that no matter
what a person is, educational development is never a
waste. Thus, while being incarcerated I am trying to
use this “time” in a positive manner and to have a
positive change in my life by obtaining an education.
Having no personal assets, or family with the resources
to assist me, I cannot obtain said specialised studies
unfortunately, my degree is paid for by a small
scholarship, which can only pay for course work at
Hobe Sound – hence, there are no funds available to
pay for your help. I know that this would be a large
investment on your part; but I would argue that
educational help is never a waste, whatever it may be
for.
I want to thank you for your time. I look forward to
hearing from you.
Porpoisefully

NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
We have received this letter from an inmate of the
Hardee Correction Center in Florida.
Following our principle that IDW HELPS DOLPHINS
AND PEOPLE, we are sending Larry Wilder a copy of
The Dolphin’s Touch and a signed copy of the book,
The Magic of Dolphins by Horace Dobbs.
IDW has a policy of encouraging education. We
certainly never consider education to be a waste of time.
IDEAL (Integrated Dolphin Education And
Learning) can be downloaded free of charge from our
website www.idw.org
One of the characteristics of dolphins is that they are not
judgemental and radiate what many who have swum
with them describe as "Unconditional Love".
At present Horace Dobbs says he is still riding high on
the feelings of joy and love he experienced recently in
Dingle as described in his article Dingle Delights (pages
5 - 12).
A Google search follow-up to the letter from Larry
Wilder revealed some surprising facts:
According to King’s College London World’s Prison
Population Report January 2009 and other sources,
almost 2.3 million citizens of the USA’s 316 million are
incarcerated - almost half of the total world’s prison
population.
You can see a video taken at Hardee Correctional
Institution on YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CUfSmb_rok.
So if you feel inclined to help Larry in any way, please
do so. We suggest that a feeling of being loved is one
of the emotions that those encaserated most need when
they are in prison and when they come out.
When Horace was in Dingle he came across a card by
Trevor Read inviting stories about the Dingle
Dolphin of approximately 300 words for possible
publication.
IDW would also like to hear your stories about Fungie
and other friendly wild dolphins. Email them to me at
jackieconnell@btinternet.com. THANK YOU.
Jackie Connell (Editor)

Larry G. Wilder Jr.
Inmate #575130, Hardee Correctional Institution 6901 State Road, 62, Bowling Green, FL 33834, USA.
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Thank you to everyone that has contributed to this issue of DOLPHIN. Together we CAN and DO
make a difference!
Friends of International Dolphin Watch receive news and exchange information on a host of topics via
the DOLPHIN magazines.
You can download all previous issues of DOLPHIN since 2006 through www.idw.org .
If you would like to be added to the International Dolphin Watch database and receive notification
when the online Magazines go live please Email idw@talk21.com .
If you would like to share your news or comments in future issues of DOLPHIN please Email to me:
jackieconnell@btinternet.com .
Jackie Connell
EDITOR

Special Tribute to Jackie Connell
by Horace Dobbs
As the Honorary Director of International Dolphin Watch I wish to pay a very special tribute to Jackie
Connell who has managed to pull together this issue of DOLPHIN without the help and guidance of
her late husband Terry.
I know that Jackie misses Terry more than words can say. And so do I. What I can say is that Terry
was a pillar in Jackie’s life – especially when it came to producing DOLPHIN. He was a computer
wizard. Terry handled the technical problems that inevitably arise when putting together a magazine
from different sources and contributors, like me, whose computer skills leave a lot to be desired. But
with grit, determination, sweat, toil and dare I say it, tears, she’s
done it.
So on behalf of all IDW supporters everywhere I say a huge
“Thank You. You’ve done a superb job. People like you make
this troubled world a better place to live in.”
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